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Abstract. MAVEN uses a planetographic coordinate system to report

altitude, latitude, and longitude on Mars. By contrast, Mars Global Surveyor,

Mars Odyssey, Mars Express, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter generally

used a planetocentric coordinate system. These two coordinate systems are

different: latitudes differ by up to 0.34 degrees and altitudes differ by up to

2 km. These differences are large enough to affect the scientific results of com-

parisons between MAVEN and other orbital datasets. This is illustrated with

three examples. (A) Comparisons of neutral density inferred from ionospheric

peak altitude could contain errors of 25%. (B) Comparisons of mesopause

altitude found from ultraviolet stellar occultations could contain errors of

2 km. (C) Comparisons of zonal variations in thermospheric density found

from accelerometer observations could contain errors of 12%. Scientists who

compare MAVEN data to other datasets, or to models derived from other

datasets, should be aware of these differences in the coordinate systems and

make appropriate adjustments.
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1. Introduction

The time and position of a spacecraft observation are critically important for inter-

pretation of the observation. This imposes a requirement for precise and unambiguous

definition of coordinate systems. Several different coordinate systems have been used for

Mars observations since the first spacecraft missions to that planet. Two classes of planet-

fixed coordinate system have been widely used: planetographic and planetocentric. These

two coordinate systems adopt different definitions of terms as fundamental as “altitude”

and “latitude”. MAVEN generally uses a planetographic coordinate system to describe

planet-fixed altitude and latitude, in contrast to many recent Mars orbital missions that

have used a planetocentric coordinate system. Here we quantify differences in altitude

and latitude between the two coordinate systems (Section 2). We also discuss several

examples of potential comparisons between MAVEN datasets and datasets from other

missions (Section 3). These examples illustrate that differences between the two coordi-

nate systems will negatively impact the scientific results derived from such comparisons

if these differences are not accounted for properly.

2. Planetographic and planetocentric coordinate systems at Mars

Figure ?? illustrates the planetographic and planetocentric coordinate systems, high-

lighting their different definitions of latitude and altitude.

The Mariner and Viking missions generally adopted a planetographic coordinate system.

The origin is the center of mass. The north pole (+90◦ latitude) is defined as the rotational

pole on the north side of the invariable plane of the solar system. Note that this definition

is independent of the direction of Mars’s rotation. From the north pole, the equator
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(0◦ latitude) and south pole (-90◦ latitude) follow straightforwardly. Latitudes of other

locations are defined relative to a reference ellipsoid of rotation. The current reference

ellipsoid [Archinal et al., 2011] has a polar radius, rp, of 3376.20 km and an equatorial

radius, re, of 3396.19 km. These radii differ by 20 km and correspond to a flattening f

of (re − rp) /re = 5.9 × 10−3. The magnitude of the planetographic latitude of a point

on the reference ellipsoid is defined as the angle between the normal to the reference

ellipsoid at that point and the equatorial plane. Latitudes are positive in the northern

hemisphere, negative in the southern hemisphere. The planetographic latitude of a point

not on the reference ellipsoid is the planetographic latitude of the closest point on the

reference ellipsoid. This is equivalent to rescaling the radii of the reference ellipsoid by

a common factor such that the point now lies on the rescaled reference ellipsoid. The

planetographic altitude of a point is defined as the separation between that point and the

closest point on the reference ellipsoid. The planetographic longitude of a point is defined

as the angle between two half-planes. The first half-plane is the meridional plane that

contains the point and the second half-plane is the meridional plane that contains the

reference point for the prime meridian.

After much debate, the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) mission generally adopted a plan-

etocentric coordinate system. The Mars Odyssey (ODY), Mars Express (MEX), and

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) missions followed the same conventions as Mars

Global Surveyor. In a planetocentric coordinate system, the origin, poles, and equa-

tor are as in a planetographic system, but planetocentric latitude and longitude are

as in the spherical polar coordinate system commonly used in mathematics. Longi-

tude is essentially the same in the two systems [Archinal et al., 2011]. In a planeto-
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centric coordinate system, the altitude of a point is defined as the separation between

that point and the point with the same latitude and longitude on a reference surface.

The reference surface is usually an equipotential surface known as the “MOLA areoid”

[http://geo.pds.nasa.gov/missions/mgs/megdr.html, Archinal et al., 2011]. This is based

on data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument. The radial distance

to the reference surface depends on latitude and longitude. Unlike the planetographic

reference ellipsoid, it is not rotationally symmetric.

Planetographic and planetocentric latitudes are related. The equation of an ellipse is:
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Figure ??A shows a point (x, y) on the surface of the reference ellipsoid. Its latitude is

defined in terms of its relationship to the point (p, 0). In order for the line from (p, 0) to

(x, y) to be perpendicular to the perimeter of the ellipse, the following condition must be

satisfied:
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The planetographic latitude θg satisfies tan θg = (y − 0) / (x− p) and the planetocentric

latitude θc satisfies tan θc = y/x. Hence:
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tan θg =

(
a2

b2

)
tan θc (4)

Since the flattening f equals (a− b) /a,

tan θc = (1 − f)2 tan θg (5)

Equation 5 can be used to convert planetographic and planetocentric latitudes. It is

exact for points on the reference ellipsoid. Note, however, that the line through point

(x, y) that defines the point’s planetocentric latitude is not parallel to the line through

point (x, y) that defines the point’s planetographic latitude. Consequently, Equation 5

is not exactly satisfied for points off the reference ellipsoid. It is, however, a reasonable

approximation for points close enough to the reference ellipsoid that their altitudes are

much less than the planetary radius. That condition is satisfied for the crust, surface,

atmosphere, and ionosphere, but not the magnetosphere.

Figure 2A shows the difference δ = θg−θc as a function of θc. It follows from Equation 5

and the assumption that f � 1 that δ satisfies δ = f sin (2θc). Hence the greatest

difference between the two latitudes is f radians or 180f/π degrees, which is 0.34 degrees.

This occurs at θc = 45◦.

Figure 3A shows the radius of the planetographic reference ellipsoid, rg, as a function

of planetocentric latitude and longitude. From Equation 1, rg satisfies:

r2g =
a2 (1 − f)2 (1 + tan2 θc)

(1 − f)2 + tan2 θc
(6)
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Similarly, Figure 3B shows the radius of the planetocentric reference surface as a func-

tion of planetocentric latitude and longitude. The gross shape of the planetocentric ref-

erence surface matches the longitude-independent planetographic reference ellipsoid, but

differences are apparent. These are most noticeable around the Tharsis region.

Figure 3C shows the difference between planetographic altitude and planetocentric alti-

tude as a function of planetocentric latitude and longitude. Figure 2B shows the difference

between planetographic altitude and planetocentric altitude as a function of planetocen-

tric latitude. The difference is broadly symmetric about the equator. Planetocentric

altitude is 2 km less than planetographic altitude near the poles, and is always less than

planetographic altitude when latitude is poleward of 30◦ latitude. Equatorward of 30◦

latitude, the sign of the difference varies, but the magnitude of the difference is generally

less than 1 km. However, planetocentric altitude is smaller than planetographic altitude

by 1 km or more near Olympus Mons and the three Tharsis Montes.

3. MAVEN

Some MAVEN data products at the NASA Planetary Data System (PDS), particularly

those generated by the Particles and Fields suite, report position in a Cartesian coordi-

nate system that does not explicitly use altitude or latitude. Other MAVEN PDS data

products generally use the planetographic coordinate system outlined above when spec-

ifying altitude, latitude, or longitude. The coordinate system is explicitly defined in the

accompanying documentation. However, not all publications that use MAVEN PDS data

products note that latitudes and altitudes are expressed in the planetographic coordinate

system. Nor do all publications that use MGS, ODY, MEX, or MRO PDS data products

note that latitudes and altitudes are expressed in the planetocentric coordinate system.
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Furthermore, it should be noted that the MAVEN Key Parameter data products define

altitude with respect to the MOLA areoid.

For atmospheric or surface studies, differences in the local gravitational potential be-

tween two locations are important. That favors a definition of altitude relative to an

equipotential surface, such as the MOLA areoid used in the planetocentric system. For

MAVEN, however, transformations between solar-fixed (e.g., Mars-centered solar orbital,

MSO) and planet-fixed coordinates are important. Solar-fixed coordinates are most ap-

propriate for descriptions of the magnetosphere, whereas effects of crustal magnetic fields

require planet-fixed coordinates. That favors a planet-fixed coordinate system that is

readily transformed into a solar-fixed coordinate system, such as the ellipsoid-based plan-

etographic system.

Comparison of MAVEN data products and derived empirical models to MGS, ODY,

MEX, and MRO data products and derived empirical models should consider the conse-

quences of differences in the underlying coordinate systems. Three examples of possible

comparisons are: (A) Comparison of MAVEN ionospheric densities and previous radio

occultation ionospheric densities, (B) Comparison of MAVEN and MEX stellar occul-

tation profiles of atmospheric temperatures, and (C) Comparison of MAVEN and MGS

accelerometer measurements of zonal variations in thermospheric densities. Next we show

that differences in coordinate systems can significantly impact the scientific results of such

comparisons.
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3.1. Comparison of MAVEN ionospheric densities and previous radio

occultation ionospheric densities

The MGS radio occultation experiment acquired 5600 ionospheric electron density pro-

files, an order of magnitude more than any other radio occultation experiment [Mendillo

et al., 2003; Withers et al., 2008]. The MAVEN Langmuir probe (LPW) [Andersson

et al., 2015] and ion mass spectrometer (NGIMS) [Mahaffy et al., 2015] make in situ mea-

surements of ionospheric plasma densities that sometimes extend low enough to measure

densities at the main peak of the ionosphere [Vogt et al., this issue].

Analysis of MGS and other pre-MAVEN observations has shown that the altitude of the

main peak of the ionosphere, Zm, varies with solar zenith angle χ as Zm = Z0 +L ln secχ,

where Z0 is approximately 120 km and L is approximately 10 km [Fallows et al., 2015,

and references therein]. The implied subsolar peak altitude Z0 is the altitude at which

the vertical optical depth, σnH, equals 1. Here σ is an ionization cross-section, n is the

neutral number density, and H is the neutral scale height, which is on the order of 8 km

[Withers , 2006]. Fitted values of Z0 from MAVEN at one season and latitude could be

compared to fitted values of Z0 from MGS at the same season and latitude in order to

investigate interannual variability in thermospheric conditions, or could be compared to

fitted values at the same season and different latitude in order to investigate thermospheric

gradients with latitude. Since the altitude of a given location on Mars can differ by 2 km

between the two coordinate systems, the inferred neutral number density could be in error

by 25% for a scale height of 8 km. Worse, the resultant error would have a systematic

dependence on latitude.
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3.2. Comparison of MAVEN and MEX stellar occultation profiles of

atmospheric temperatures

The MEX SPICAM instrument has measured many vertical profiles of atmospheric

temperature between 60 and 130 km using ultraviolet observations of stellar occultations

[Forget et al., 2009; Withers et al., 2011]. The MAVEN IUVS instrument makes simi-

lar measurements [McClintock et al., 2015]. One of the most prominent features of such

temperature profiles is the mesopause, which is a temperature minimum around 100 km.

Mesopause temperatures can drop below 100 K, cold enough to form CO2 clouds [Mag-

alhães et al., 1999; Montmessin et al., 2006; Forget et al., 2009; Holstein-Rathlou et al.,

2016]. The mesopause plays a key role in the energy balance of the atmosphere [Cham-

berlain and Hunten, 1987]. It is the boundary between the radiatively-controlled mid-

dle atmosphere and the conductively-controlled thermosphere. The mesopause altitude

varies with season, solar cycle, and other factors. For reference, the mesopause altitudes in

Pathfinder and Curiosity entry temperature profiles differ by 4 km [Magalhães et al., 1999;

Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2016]. The mesopause altitude in MEX and MAVEN temperature

profiles could be compared in order to investigate the effects of the solar cycle or seasons

on the thermal structure of the atmosphere. Erroneous results could be generated if the 2

km altitude difference between the two coordinate systems is not properly accounted for.

3.3. Comparison of MAVEN and MGS accelerometer measurements of

atmospheric density variations caused by thermal tides

The MGS accelerometer instrument measured variations in thermospheric density with

longitude and interpreted them as being caused by thermal tides [e.g., Withers et al.,

2003]. The MAVEN accelerometer instrument makes similar measurements [Zurek et al.,
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2015]. Other MAVEN instruments can also be used to study atmospheric thermal tides

[Lo et al., 2015; England et al., 2016]. Figure 3C shows that the difference between

planetographic altitude and planetocentric altitude in the tropics has a striking wave-2

dependence on longitude with an amplitude of ±1 km. Given a density scale height of 8

km at 130 km [Withers , 2006], atmospheric densities that show no variation on longitude

in one coordinate system will show a wave-2 variation with longitude with an amplitude

of 12% in the other coordinate system. Erroneous scientific conclusions could be reached

if this effect is not properly accounted for.

4. Summary

Differences exist between the planet-fixed coordinate systems used by MAVEN and

other recent Mars orbital missions. Their definitions of altitude and latitude are different.

These differences are large enough that they should be considered when datasets or models

are compared between missions.

The JPL NAIF SPICE system provides excellent tools to convert between many differ-

ent coordinate systems, including tools to convert planetocentric radial distance, latitude,

and longitude into planetographic altitude, latitude, and longitude, but it does not in-

clude a conversion from planetocentric radial distance to planetocentric altitude related

to the MOLA areoid. A suitable planetocentric coordinate system that includes altitudes

referenced to the MOLA areoid would be a valuable addition to SPICE.
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Figure 1. Figure 1A. Illustration of differences between planetographic latitude, θg (black),

and planetocentric latitude, θc (grey). Point (x, y) lies on the planetographic reference ellipsoid.

The line from point (p, 0) in the equatorial plane to point (x, y) is perpendicular to the perimeter

of the ellipse. Figure 3B. Illustration of differences between planetographic altitude (black) and

planetocentric altitude (grey). The black ellipse represents the planetographic reference surface.

The straight black line is normal to this reference surface and passes through the point of interest.

The straight black line changes from dashed to solid when it crosses the planetographic reference

surface. The length of the solid portion of the straight black line illustrates the planetographic

altitude. The wavy grey line represents the planetocentric reference surface. The straight grey

line joins the origin to the point of interest. The straight grey line changes from dashed to

solid when it crosses the planetocentric reference surface. The length of the solid portion of the

straight grey line illustrates the planetocentric altitude.
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Figure 2. Figure 2A. Difference between planetographic and planetocentric latitudes as func-

tion of planetocentric latitude. Figure 2B. Difference between planetocentric altitude and plan-

etographic altitude as function of planetocentric latitude. Since the radius of the planetocentric

reference surface varies with longitude, there is a range of values at a given latitude.
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Figure 3. Figure 3A. Radius of planetographic reference surface as function of planetocentric

latitude and longitude. This reference surface is an ellipsoid of revolution that has no dependence

on longitude. Figure 3B. Radius of planetocentric reference surface as function of planetocentric

latitude and longitude. Variations with latitude are strongest, but variations with longitude

are apparent, particularly in the Tharsis region. Figure 3C. Difference between planetocentric

altitude and planetographic altitude as function of planetocentric latitude and longitude. This

is equivalent to the difference between the radius of the planetographic reference surface and

the radius of the planetocentric reference surface. Variations with latitude are strongest, but

variations with longitude are apparent, particularly in the tropics.
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